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ABSTRACT: The smectic-a transition of iPP was studied
by wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) and small angle X-
ray scattering (SAXS). WAXD and SAXS patterns were taken
at different temperatures during the transition. Two differ-
ent approaches were taken in the analysis of SAXS data: the
correlation function and a fitting method based on theoreti-
cal distribution models. Up to 808C just smectic phase was
observed, whereas beyond that temperature a lamellae
appeared and the two populations of lamellae were found to
coexist in the sample. The new a phase population stemmed

from within the preexistent smectic stacks, according to a la-
mellar insertion model. a lamellae thickened to a larger
extent than the smectic phase, that just underwent thermal
expansion. Results were consistent with a mechanism of
transformation involving a rearrangement of the chains
without a melting-recrystallization process. � 2008 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 109: 32–37, 2008
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INTRODUCTION

When crystallized from the melt, isotactic polypro-
pylene (iPP) chains adopt a 31 helical conformation
and can organize themselves into several spatial
arrangements giving rise to three different poly-
morphs: a, b, and g phases.1–4 The crystalline struc-
tures of these phases differ by the combinations of
left- and right-handed helices and up and down
stems concerning the CH3 group.5 The a polymorph
is the most commonly occurring, whereas the appear-
ance of b and g forms is favored by special crystalli-
zation conditions and adequate nucleants. Along
with these well-known and studied crystalline
phases, there is also a ‘‘mesomorphic’’ phase, which
can be obtained by rapid quenching of iPP. Although
it has been quite widely investigated, its nature
remains somewhat obscure. Natta described the
structure as ‘‘smectic,’’ i.e., composed of parallel 31
helices with a disordered packing along the perpen-
dicular to the chain axes.1 Other explanations focused
on defects of the crystal: it was described as ‘‘para-
crystalline,’’6,7 conformational disorder crystal8 or as
consisting of very small crystallites.9–13 The mesomor-
phic phase has an intermediate degree of ordering
between the amorphous and crystalline phase and is
composed of a collection of helical chain segments
with random helical hands.1,14 At a nanometric scale,
two morphologies were postulated. On the basis of

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), a globular
structure, with polygonal or spherical nodules was
described,5,12,15–17 whereas SAXS experiments were
more coherent with a lamellar morphology.18–21

Another interesting feature of the mesomorphic
phase of iPP is that it undergoes a phase transition to
the monoclinic a phase.11,14–24 This transition was
explained according to different models. Hsu et al.15

reported, during the transition, an increase in the size
of mesomorphic nodules that brings about a coales-
cence into a fibrillar morphology. This would happen
as soon as polymer chains are mobile enough, due to
thermal motion, to rotate and improve their packing.
Ferrero et al.11 and Jin et al.23 confirmed this
explanation, postulating a mechanism in which the
mesophase undergoes melting and a subsequent recrys-
tallization into regular a phase. Wang et al.14 argued
that the transition from mesomorphic to a is essen-
tially a correction of the wrongly handed adjacent
helices of the mesomorphic phase into the correctly
registered ones of the a unit cell. The change of the
helical structure from one hand to the other is associ-
ated to a very significant reconfiguration of the chain,
viz. a melting process. So Wang et al. proposed that
the transition follows a sequence that begins with a
partial melting process, that leaves intact the local lat-
eral ordering of the chains while allowing a correct
registration of their helical hands, and is followed by
a secondary nucleation that transforms mesomorphic
nodules into lamellae.14 If the structure of the meso-
morphic phase is described as paracrystalline, with a
monoclinic-like local ordering, the transition to the
monoclinic a form can happen with relatively little
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rearrangement, as suggested by O’Kane et al.18 This
can lead to Martorana’s model,20,21 consistent with
Marigo et al.’s results,19 according to which annealing
of the mesomorphic phase can bring about the thick-
ening of already existing a phase lamellae at the
expenses of amorphous regions and the extension of
order of the mesomorphic phase to larger ranges typi-
cal of the a phase.20,21 These new lamellae can either
form as an aggregation of mesomorphic domains or
by a conventional secondary crystallization.17

Among the most controversial issues of the mech-
anism of the smectic-a transition, there is therefore
the existence of a melting-recrystallization phe-
nomenon. Also of interest for shedding light on
the mechanistic details of the transformation is the
description of the morphology of the lamellae of the
a and of the smectic phase.

The purpose of this work is to elucidate these
structural and morphological aspects of the meso-
morphic-a transition, by the use of wide angle X-ray
diffraction (WAXD) and SAXS. An understanding of
these issues can in fact be of help in the control of the
semicrystalline structure of iPP and therefore of its
structure. Moreover, this topic deserves attention
particularly because recent results showed that
homogeneously nucleated iPP in confined nanopar-
ticles crystallizes in the smectic form.23 This pointed
to this mesomorphic phase as a precursor of the
nuclei of crystallization. It has been advocated by
some authors that the nucleation and growth phases
of the polymer crystallization mechanism can involve
an intermediate smectic phase,25–27 so it is of the
utmost importance to have as many structural and
morphological details regarding the subsequent tran-
sition from the smectic to the final crystalline phase.

EXPERIMENTAL

Samples and sample preparation

iPP was produced by Basell Polyolefins
( �Mw ¼ 350; 000, �Mn ¼ 46; 900). The cast film was pre-
pared in a single-screw Plasticizer MKII extruder,
working at 48–49 rpm, at a melt temperature of
2608C, and with a slow roll at 20–308C (rotation
speed 0.2 m/min).19

WAXD

WAXD patterns were recorded by a Rigaku Geiger-
flex D/MAX-C powder diffractometer (CuKa radia-
tion) equipped with a controlled temperature sample
holder. Measurements were taken at room tempera-
ture, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 150, and 1608C, the heating
rate was 208C/min. The angular range for the meas-
urements was 11–268 2y. A least-square fit procedure
was applied according to Hindeleh and Johnson28 to

reproduce WAXD profiles and to determine the
degree of crystallinity.

SAXS

The SAXS patterns of the samples were recorded by
an MBraun system, utilizing a CuKa radiation from
a Philips PW 1830 X-ray generator. The data were
collected by a position sensitive detector, in the scat-
tering angular range 0.1–5.08 2y.

The sample was equipped with a controlled tem-
perature sample holder and measurements were
taken at the same temperatures as in WAXD experi-
ments. Each SAXS acquisition lasted 450 s. Data were
corrected for blank scattering and successively the
one-dimensional scattering function was obtained by
the Lorentz correction I1(s) 5 4ps2 I(s), where I1(s) is
the one-dimensional scattering function and I(s) the
experimental intensity function, being s 5 (2/k)sin y.

SAXS data analysis

Two approaches were adopted in the interpretation
of SAXS data. The first was based on the correlation
function.29 The first maximum of the correlation
function yields the long period Dg, whereas by the
construction of the autocorrelation triangle, the
numerical averages of the thicknesses of the amor-
phous and crystalline layers can be obtained, pro-
vided that the volume crystallinity is known from
some other complementary technique such as
WAXD. The thickness of the transition layer was
evaluated according to Ruland.30

The second approach for the evaluation of the
SAXS patterns was carried out according to some
theoretical distribution models31,32 and referring to
the Hosemann model,33 that assumes the presence of
lamellar stacks having an infinite side dimension.
This assumption takes into account a one-dimen-
sional electron density change along the normal
direction to the lamellae.

The intensity profile was evaluated as:

IðsÞ ¼ IIðsÞ þ IIIðsÞ
where:

IIðsÞ ¼ ðqC � qAÞ2
4p2s2D

3
j1� FCj2ð1� jFAj2Þ þ j1� FAj2ð1� jFCj2Þ

ð1� FCFAÞ2

¼ ðqC � qAÞ2
2p2s2DN

3 Re
FAð1� FCÞ2ð1� ðFCFAÞNÞ

ð1� FCFAÞ2
( )

3 IIIðsÞ

In these equations, FC and FA represent the Fourier
transforms of the distribution functions of the crystal-
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line (C) and of the amorphous (A) regions, qC and qA
are the electron densities of the crystalline and amor-
phous regions, respectively, N is the number of layers
in the system and D the average long period. A fitting
procedure of the calculated one-dimensional scatter-
ing functions with the experimental ones allows to
optimize the values of the high and low density
region thicknesses. Crystallinity (/SAXS) was eval-
uated as the ratio between the thickness of the high
density regions over the long period D 5 C 1 A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

WAXD patterns were acquired at seven different
temperatures, chosen to cover as uniformly as possi-
ble the interval between room temperature and the
melting point. The results are reported elsewhere.19

In particular, below 808C only the typical profile of
the iPP smectic phase was visible, with two broad
bands at about 14.8 and 21.28 2y.1,15,18 Beyond 808C
the characteristic peaks of the a phase begin to
appear, meaning that the smectic-a transition has
begun.

SAXS was also performed on the samples and Fig-
ure 1 shows the obtained patterns. As already said
in the experimental section, two approaches were
adopted in the interpretation of SAXS data. The first
was based on the correlation function,29 the second
was that of fitting experimental patterns by functions
based on theoretical distribution models.31–33 This
method was somewhat preferable because its results
are solely based on SAXS. In the correlation function
data treatment, in fact, WAXD crystallinity is
employed for the estimation of the lamellar thick-
ness, while the fitting technique yielded lamellar pa-
rameters only on the basis of the SAXS profile.
Moreover, the fitting method allows to obtain a
larger number of morphological parameters, like the
distribution of the thicknesses and of the crystallinity
associated to the lamellar stacks, that can not be
evaluated by the analysis of the correlation function.

The reliability of the fitting method was also success-
fully checked by comparison with TEM measure-
ments.34,35 The results obtained by the correlation
function method are shown in Table I and Figure 2.
It has already been observed on analogous samples19

that the long period increases with increasing tem-
perature. Up to about 1008C, the marginal increase
in Dg should be attributed to thermal expansion. The
sharp rise of Dg beyond 1008C can be explained by
the fact that the smaller and less stable lamellae
begin to melt, skewing the average Dg toward larger
values.19 Another datum that can be obtained from
Figure 2 is that the first peak of the correlation
function broadens as temperature rises. This can be
qualitatively associated to a broader distribution of
periodicities29 that can be due, among other factors,
to a nonuniform thermal dilatation for crystalline
and amorphous zones or the gradual melting, espe-
cially beyond 1008C, of the less stable lamellae. The
trend of the thicknesses of the amorphous and crys-
talline layers obtained by the analysis of the correla-
tion function confirms what was observed above.
The amorphous layer thickness decreases slightly,
whereas the crystalline thickness increases specularly,

Figure 1 SAXS profiles of the sample, acquired during
the temperature-dependent experiment.

TABLE I
Morphological Features of the Lamellar Stacks

Determined by the Correlation Function at Different
Temperatures

Temperature (8C) Dg (Å) Cg (Å) Ag (Å) E (Å)

25 87 24 63 11
60 86 25 61 10
80 87 30 57 10

100 90 33 57 10
120 93 40 53 8
140 114 53 61 8
160 196 89 107 12

Dg is the long period, Cg and Ag are the thicknesses of
the crystalline and amorphous layers according to a
pseudo-biphasic model, and E is the transition layer.

Figure 2 Correlation functions obtained from the SAXS
patterns of the sample at the indicated temperatures.
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up to about 1208C, consistently with a hypothesis of
crystallization and lamellae formation. Beyond 1208C
the onset of melting of the thinnest lamellae deter-
mines an increase in amorphous thickness. At the
same time, the crystalline layer keeps thickening,
because the smectic-a transition becomes more im-
portant as temperature rises and because the melting
of thinner lamellae increases its average thickness. A
contribution from thermal expansion is expected to
be quite significant, especially in the increase of the
amorphous layer, since the thermal expansion coeffi-
cient of the amorphous layer has been reported to be
larger than that for the crystalline phase.36 Table I
also shows that the thickness of the transition layer
does not undergo very significant changes with tem-
perature.

The second approach of analysis of SAXS data
yielded further detail for the understanding of the
transition. Results are showed in Table II. A very
different morphology is found above and below
808C. At lower temperatures, just one population of
lamellar stacks is observed, whereas from 1008C a
second population appears. This behavior is consist-
ent with the reports of Martorana and colleagues.20,21

These researchers were the first to demonstrate the
occurrence of two different long period values,

relative to the smectic and a phase. They observed
that the smectic population did not change its long
period with annealing, whereas a lamellar stacks
increased their periodicity, probably at the expenses
of the mesomorphic phase.20,21 In their measure-
ments, these researchers found the occurrence of
both phases in the pristine material, even though the
WAXD pattern revealed the presence of only smectic
phase. Probably the microstructure of their iPP sam-
ples and the processing imposed were not optimal
to obtain 100% mesomorphic phase. Their work con-
firmed indeed that SAXS can detect much lower lev-
els of crystallinity than WAXD.14,17 Our results show
that below 808C just the mesomorphic phase is pres-
ent. Beyond that temperature, the smectic-a transi-
tion begins and the second population, due to a
phase lamellae, appeared. Figures 3–5 compare the
results obtained by the two methods of inter-
pretation of SAXS data. A good accord with the two
techniques is evident up to 808C. For higher temper-
atures, the data obtained by the correlation function
are in between those of the two populations.
Although both methods describe the lamellar mor-
phology of the sample, the fitting technique appears
to be more suitable to study its finer details. A

TABLE II
Crystalline (C) and Amorphous (A) Layers Average Thicknesses, Long Period (D), Thickness Distribution Values

(rC/C, rA/A and rD/D) Determined by SAXS

Temperature
(8C)

D1

(Å)
C1

(Å)
A1

(Å) rD1
=D1 rC1

=C1 rA1
=A1

D2

(Å)
C2

(Å)
A2

(Å) rD2
=D2 rC2

=C2 rA2
=A2

/SAXS

(%)

25 76 20 56 0.39 0.50 0.50 – – – – – – 26
60 86 25 61 0.35 0.46 0.46 – – – – – – 29
80 91 29 62 0.34 0.45 0.45 – – – – – – 32

100 105 40 65 0.34 0.47 0.47 64 24 40 0.31 0.43 0.43 38
120 133 60 73 0.26 0.37 0.37 83 37 46 0.33 0.46 0.46 45
140 164 82 82 0.25 0.35 0.35 98 49 49 0.33 0.46 0.46 50
160 237 124 113 0.27 0.38 0.38 115 60 55 0.35 0.49 0.49 52

Subscripts 1 and 2 denote the first and second lamellar population, respectively.

Figure 3 Long period as a function of temperature, meas-
ured by the fitting method (D1 is the long period of the
first population, and D2 is that of the second population)
and by the correlation function method (Dg).

Figure 4 Thickness of the crystalline layer as a function
of temperature, measured by the fitting method (C1 is the
thickness of the first population, and C2 is that of the sec-
ond population) and by the correlation function method
(Cg).
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steeper increase in the lamellar features is seen in
population 1, the one relative to the a polymorph,
whereas population 2 increases less but more con-
stantly, probably due to thermal expansion. It is
very interesting to see that even at the highest tem-
perature, very close to complete isotropization, the
smectic population resists. This is consistent with a
smectic-a mechanism of transformation that requires
a rearrangement of the chains15,18 without a melting-
recrystallization process. If the transition passed in
fact through melting of the mesomorphic phase, this
would be easily detectable with a sharp increase in
the amorphous thickness of the second population,
which was not observed by us. About the location of
the new lamellar stacks of the a phase, Marega
et al.37 recently proposed a model to infer if new
stacks grow according a lamellar insertion or a dual
lamellar stack scheme, on the basis of the trend of
the difference between WAXD and SAXS crystallin-
ities. Comparing the volumetric crystallinities meas-
ured by both these techniques, in fact, differences
are usually noted, the one obtained by WAXD being
lower than that yielded by SAXS. This divergence
can be explained considering the difference between
the two techniques. WAXD allows the detection of
all the crystalline forms in the sample, whereas
SAXS is only sensitive to the regions organized in la-
mellar stacks. The lower crystallinity obtained by
WAXD is thus due to amorphous domains that are
external to lamellar stacks, not detected by SAXS. In
the lamellar insertion model, the second population
of subsidiary lamellae exists within the main lamel-
lar stacks, whereas in the dual stack model, the sec-
ond population is a separate entity with respect to
the main lamellar stacks.38–41 If a lamellar insertion
holds, WAXD crystallinity will increase as a function
of the advancement of crystallization, either in terms
of time or temperature, by a lesser extent than SAXS

crystallinity, because of a ‘‘dilution’’ effect by extra-
lamellar amorphous.37 On the other hand, formation
of new lamellae outside the existing lamellar stacks
determines a decrease in the quantity of extralamel-
lar amorphous material and therefore a more rapid
increase in WAXD rather than SAXS crystallinity.37

Figure 6 shows that the difference between WAXD
and SAXS crystallinity widens with temperature, so
experimental data are more consistent with an a
phase lamellar population stemming from within
smectic stacks. This would confirm that the meso-
morphic phase can indeed serve as a precursor of
polymeric crystals.25–27 It should be noted that in a
previous investigation it was excluded that new
lamellae could be produced within existing lamellar
stacks.19 In that case, though, less detailed interpreta-
tive models were used, that did not take into
account the existence of two populations and conclu-
sions were taken only on the basis of the trend of
the SAXS long period.

CONCLUSIONS

The mesomorphic-a transition of iPP was studied by
WAXD and SAXS. Two different approaches were
taken in the analysis of SAXS data. Below 808C just
one population of lamellae, that of the smectic phase,
was observed, whereas beyond that temperature a
lamellae appeared and the two populations were
found to coexist in the sample. The thickening of a
lamellae was much more extensive than that of the
smectic phase, that just underwent thermal expan-
sion. Results were consistent with a mechanism of
transformation involving a rearrangement of the
chains without a melting-recrystallization process.
The new a phase lamellar population stemmed from
within the preexistent smectic stacks.

The authors gratefully thank Basell Polyolefins Italia for
the supply of samples.

Figure 5 Thickness of the amorphous layer as a function
of temperature, measured by the fitting method (A1 is the
thickness of the first population, and A2 is that of the sec-
ond population) and by the correlation function method
(Ag).

Figure 6 Trend of the degree of crystallinity as measured
by SAXS (/SAXS) and WAXD (/WAXD) as a function of
temperature.
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